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About the HUDOC CPT Database
What is HUDOC CPT?
HUDOC =
CPT =

Human Rights Documentation
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

Content
The HUDOC CPT database contains sections of:

All CPT visit reports

All CPT public statements

The CPT standards (= substantive sections from the CPT’s annual reports)

Content languages




Visit reports:
Public statements:
Standards:

English or French
English and French
English and French

Interface languages
You can use the English or the French search interface.




Click here to change the
interface language:

Searching by using the text box will only find results which exist in that language.
All filters, keywords and dates will include both English and French.

Access
Via the CPT website: http://www.cpt.coe.int/ > “Database” > “Access the HUDOC CPT database”
Direct access:
http://hudoc.cpt.coe.int/
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Example 1:
What has the CPT said about tuberculosis?
If you do not see the “ADVANCED SEARCH” box:

Click on “Simple/Advanced Search”:

Type “tuberculosis”
either in the field “Text” … or in the search box on top.

Then click on "SEARCH".

Click on any title to see the text.
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Result:
Note that this is a section
from a visit report.

The full structure of the visit report
is displayed in the right panel.

The search term “tuberculosis”
is highlighted in yellow.

View the next search term
(if not visible).

To navigate:
View previous result

View next result

Close result
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Caution
“tuberculosis” is an English term. It will thus not find results in the French language.
You may prefer to search for all words starting with “tuberculos*”,
in order to include the French term “tuberculose”:

This will give results in both English and French.

Tip
To find out how to search in the Text field:

Click on “Help” … or here:
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Example 2:
What has the CPT said about provision of food ?
If you have already carried out a search: Click on "CLEAR ALL".

In the field "Text" type "food".

Then click on "SEARCH".

Have a look in the KEYWORDS box on the left:
Under TOPICS, you will see “food and drink”.
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If you click on this keyword “food and drink”…

… the search will narrow down to those results
which have been indexed with this keyword:
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A word of caution on text searching
A text search for “food” will only search for this exact term occurring in a document.
It will not find other words (e.g. “meals”), nor will it find French language terms (e.g. “repas”).
Therefore, you may decide to delete the text search for “food”.
To do so:

In the CRITERIA ribbon,
to the right of “Text: food”, click on “x”:

This will enlarge your list of results:
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Example 3:
What has the CPT said about access to a lawyer in police custody?

If you have already carried out a search: Click on "CLEAR ALL".

This search is done in 2 steps.
1. To search for police establishments:
In the KEYWORDS box on the left, under PLACES:
Select “police establishments”.
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2. To search for access to a lawyer:
In the KEYWORDS box on the left, under TOPICS:
Select “access to a lawyer”.
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Result:

Further
options:

You may narrow
your search
to “Visit Reports”:

By default, results are sorted by “Relevance”.
You may change this, e.g. by sorting
by State then by Document Date:
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Example 4:
What has the CPT said about juveniles in immigration detention?
Only the most frequent keywords (topics, places, persons) are displayed on the left.
To display the other available keywords:
Either click on “More” under “PERSONS” in the KEYWORD box …
… or Click on the button “…”under “Persons” in the ADVANCED SEARCH box:

In the box which opens:

Click on “juveniles”…
… and confirm with “OK”.
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Then:
Either click on “More” under “PLACES” in the KEYWORD box …
… or Click on the button “…”under “Places” in the ADVANCED SEARCH box:

In the box which opens:

Click on
“immigration holding facilities”…

… and confirm with “OK”:
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Example 5:
What has the CPT said about inspections to psychiatric establishments?
If you have already carried out a search: Click on "CLEAR ALL".

To search for psychiatric establishments:
In the KEYWORDS box on the left, under PLACES:
Select “psychiatric establishments”.
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Result:
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Is there a keyword on “inspections”?
There are two ways to find out:
Either:
You search for “inspections” in the Text field …

… then you select a relevant keyword from the list
(in this example: “inspection procedures”).
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Or:
Click on “More” under “TOPICS”:
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In the list:

Click on
“ inspection procedures” …

… and confirm
with “OK”:
Tip
Instead of browsing through the list of topics,
you can also search whether the term “inspection” occurs:
In the box, type “inspection” …

… then click here to search for keywords:
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Further tips
Using the “Advanced Search”
Click on “Simple/Advanced Search”.
The browser will remember your preference, so it will open “Advanced Search” next time.
Searching for ”summaries”
Click on “Search in Document Sections”, then select “Appendices / Summaries”:

Notes:

“Executive summaries” are available for reports since 2014.

“Recapitulation and conclusions“ are available for reports before 2005.
“Summaries” are not available for short reports.
Searching for “immediate observations”
“Immediate observations” may be made under Article 8, paragraph 5, of the CPT Convention.
Under “MORE FILTERS”, click “DOCUMENT SECTION”, then “More…”.
Under “introduction to the CPT’s report”, click on “immediate observations”:
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Sorting results
By default, results are sorted by “Relevance”:

You may change this, e.g. by sorting by State then by Document Date:

Downloading a section
Click on the PDF or Word button:

Downloading the full report
When you view a section and want to access the full report:
Click on “Related”, and then on the link under “Related Document”:
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Sending a link to a specific section
The URL of a specific section is shown here:

Saving (or sending) a link to a search
The URL of your search is shown here:

You may e-mail this URL to a colleague, or you may keep it as a bookmark to run the same search
later.
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